Spring RT is similar to Fall RT in basic terms....
*It is 1 credit, graded as credit/no credit.
*The sections are facilitated by Faculty Fellows and Peer Mentors.
*Like everything in Bradley, the course allows you to explore and understand the world around you in an unconventional way.

Beyond that, the course is quite different....
*The sections are an eclectic mix of student-requested topics and personal interests of faculty fellows.
*Sections may not meet on a weekly basis but may convene for longer periods of time per meeting.
*There are no dinners associated with Spring Roundtable.

Spring & Fall RT are different courses so you can register if you took RT in fall. Please log onto your UW Course Guide & use the included course number to register for the section of your choice. You may only register for one Spring Roundtable!

**Music**
Jeff Henriques
Do you have a favorite band or musical genre? Are you into opera or death metal, maybe country or R&B? Who would be on your desert island playlist and why? Share your style in music with Faculty Fellow Jeff Henriques on Wednesday nights. We will meet each week to talk about and listen to the musicians and songs we care about with a passion.

**Exploration of Babcock Dairy Plant**
Ryan Podolak
Did you know UW-Madison established the nation’s first dairy school? Did you know WI cheese production is 2.5 billion lbs per year? Did you know Wisconsin is responsible for 26% of the U.S.’s cheese production? Did you know the dairy industry contributes over $25 billion to Wisconsin’s economy annually? This round table will be a sensory exploration of all things Babcock Dairy Plant and the Wisconsin dairy industry. Activities will include tours and tastings.

**Handwriting**
Stephanie Briggs
It is thought with all our advances in technology and the prevalence of communication through typing and texting that handwriting is becoming not only a skill of the past, but also a dying art! Some say that handwriting is an important skill with many advantages linked to enhancing our neural activity—both visual learning and memory, and assists us in a greater expression of our ideas. Others share that handwriting is a unique expression of oneself and is valued as a more intimate and meaningful form of communication. Whether you have learned handwriting yet feel it is underutilized or have never learned it at all, this seminar is the one for you! Residents who participate will learn/practice handwriting skills through the art of letter writing. *Dates TBD by group.

**Harry Potter Book Club**
Susan Brantly
Before the invention of TV, film, and Facebook, people would sit and read books to each other for entertainment. We will read Book 3: Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban out loud, so it becomes a communal experience and everyone can jump in and comment on Rowling’s word games, allusions, and riddles (pun intended). The group will organize a Harry Potter film marathon and engage in other Potter-like activities. If you do not have a copy of the book we will provide you with one.

**Candy Making**
Liz McCarthy
Candy making is a delicious combination of art & science. By applying heat to sugar & adding other ingredients you create a wonderful experiment that can yield tasty results. As a group we will explore different ways to combine sugar, chocolate, and various other ingredients to create delectable delicacies to be shared with friends (or kept to oneself - we promise we won’t tell)!

**Watercolor: Exploring Color & Technique**
Elizabeth Kelly
This eight week long class will consist of two hour painting sessions where we explore the medium of watercolor. Techniques will be taught and then utilized to create paintings. No prior experience is necessary. This class does not require artistic experience, drawing skills, or innate ability. It does require a willingness to try new things and to be open to new ideas.

**Swim Games @ the Nat**
Ron Harris
Are you a fan of swimming & watersports but haven’t found an excuse to hit the Nat? Missing the comfort & ease of gliding through the water? Hit the pool! Deck with FF Ron! This Roundtable will have an initial meeting to discuss when they’ll meet at the Nat for various water activities. Participants must be comfortable in deep water, as the Nat diving well is 12-15 feet deep.